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SHRINK WRAPPING OF POS DISPLAY KITS 
The special solution to manage different sizes, formats, shapes and weights of products with easy operation and high quality performance 

A.INLINE DISPLAY 
 

Automatic shrink/sleeve-wrapping line special and 

suitable to pack POS displays for in-store marketing to get 

the best flexibility to pack with film various size, weight 

and shape products just switching on touch panel the 

relevant receipt.  
 

Fully automatic line including motorized and special 

infeed conveyor for the loading of products (manual or 

automatic), one station to wrap and seal complete with all 

accessories to get a correct operation by the different 

products coming to line, one special function transfer 

conveyor to feed tunnel for final shrinking of pack.  
 

At exit one cooler system for pack is installed and line 

could be integrated with further systems to complete the 

automatic process. 
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- POS displays for in-store 

marketing, cardboard or other 

materials 
 

Other products possible to pack: - 

Furniture, doors and frames 

- Shower trays 

- Home products 

- Corrugated packaging products 

- Car windows and spares 
 

And all that products that needs 

the max change over format 

flexibility 
 

 

OUTPUT PRODUCTION: 

Up to 15 m./minutes depending on size format 

PACK SIZE: 

Max. pack dimension 

 

 

A 1200 mm. 

B 1600 mm. 

C 100 mm. 

A+C 1300 mm. 
 

SEALING BAR: 

1300 mm. 

FILM TYPE: 

LDPE 40-80 micron 

STANDARD FEATURES: 

- Special system for Upper and lower powered film 

feed and double stock film bobbins  

- Special system for film wrapping and sealing of light 

weight, different sizes and shape products  

- Inverter on infeed conveyor  

- PLC logic control SIEMENS  

- Pack cooler at tunnel exit 

- Operator safety guarding 
 

Optional: 

- System to pack products with height up to 380 mm. 

- Kissing belt to pack small size products and/or 

irregular shapes 
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